
DaVinci Turret Package
The turret is perhaps the most challenging of all roofing structures because it is a cone. Typically it 
takes many years of experience to master the turret. In the past it was necessary to manually trim 
or shape each tile and then carefully fit them on the tapering surface. Up until now this has been a 
painstaking, time consuming method that is, in many cases, trial and error.

DaVinci Roofscapes has simplified this excruciating labor intensive process and made it 
possible for a professional roofer to quickly install a great looking custom engineered roof 
on virtually any turret.

You provide us with 3 dimensions for the turret and DaVinci Roofscapes will create a custom 
engineered Turret Package just for you. You Provide: 

1. Length 
2. Shingle Exposure 
3. Cirmumference / Diameter

DaVinci will figure out the rest and deliver it to you ready to install. Your turret package 
will include custom cut starter tiles, field bundles, transition bundles and finish bundles all 
labeled by courses.

Contact your local DaVinci Roofscapes Sales Representative to find out more.
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The Leader in Composite Roofing

Rafter Length

Base Circumference or Diameter

Note: The Cap size TBD 
after shingles are 

installed for a perfect fit

About DaVinci 
Turret Package

• Rafter length and shingle exposure determine
the number of courses.
*Note: maximum exposure is 7"

• Circumference determines the quantity of
Starter Bundles and the first course.

• With the radius or diameter we can calculate
the circumference.

• All turret packages are made with Multi-Width
Slate and Multi-Width Shake products.

• Shake Turrets are cut down from 22" to 18"
in length then cut at angles to fit your unique
turret. They are also installed at a maximum of
7" exposure.

What You Get
• DaVinci Roofscapes’ formulation coursing

rows, pre-cut tiles and labeling each row
according to the dimensions given

• All color and random size collation--sent
out in bundles according to the row that
the tiles correspond to on the turret
*Note: Small tiles for the top rows will be color
collated: exact placement will have to be field
selected. DaVinci will always supply more pieces
than required for each row number which will allow
for normal random size selection as the tiles are
applied.

• All DaVinci Turret Packages are palletized
and labeled respectively.

• A Turret pallet will include the pre-ordered
starter tiles and all coverage of Stages I, II
& III for each specific turret.

Stage 1: Field Bundles 

Stage 2: Transfer Bundles – 
some are pre-cut 

Stage 3: Smaller width shingles pre-cut for 
smaller radius towards the top. 

Stage 3: Smaller width shingles pre-
cut for smaller radius around the top. 

Stage 2: Transfer Bundles 
- all are pre-cut.

Stage 1: Field Bundles
-all are pre-cut.
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